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Introduction
What are the Common Core State Standards for Language Arts?

The standards are a shared set of expectations for each grade level in the areas of reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, and language. They def ine what students should understand and be able to do. The 
standards are designed to be more rigorous and allow for students to justify their thinking. They ref lect 
the knowledge that is necessary for success in college and beyond.

As described in the Common Core State Standards, students who master the standards in reading, 
writing, speaking, listening, and language as they advance through the grades will exhibit the following 
capabilities:

 1. They demonstrate independence.
 2. They build strong content knowledge.
 3. They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline.
 4. They comprehend as well as critique.
 5. They value evidence.
 6. They use technology and digital media strategically and capably.
 7. They come to understand other perspectives and cultures.*

How to Use This Book

This book is a collection of practice pages aligned to the Common Core State Standards for English 
Language Arts and appropriate for second grade. Included is a skill matrix so that you can see exactly 
which standards are addressed on the practice pages. Also included are a skill assessment and a skill 
assessment analysis. Use the assessment at the beginning of the year or at any time of year you wish to 
assess your students’ mastery of certain standards. The analysis connects each test item to a practice 
page or set of practice pages so that you can review skills with students who struggle in certain areas.

* © Copyright 2010. National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and Council of Chief State School Off icers. All rights reserved.
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Name_____________________________________________

I can read various texts with ease and understanding.

2.RL.10

Read the story.

The Ants and the Cookie

One day, two ants went exploring. They came across two giant cookies.
“These cookies are huge!” said the f irst ant.
“One of these cookies would feed my whole family for a month,” said the 

second ant. “But, how can little ants like us carry such big cookies like these?”
“It seems impossible!” said the f irst ant. “But, I must try.”
So, the f irst ant started to tug and pull at one cookie. Suddenly, a tiny piece 

broke off.
“I am going to take this piece back to my family,” said the f irst ant.
“You go ahead,” said the second ant. “I’m not going to waste my time on such a 

small piece of cookie. I will f ind a way to take the whole cookie back to my family.”
So, the f irst ant went home with her small piece of cookie. Soon, the f irst ant 

returned. She found the second ant still pushing and shoving the other cookie, 
but he was unable to move it. Again, the f irst ant broke off a small piece of 
cookie and took it back home. This went on for most of the day. The f irst ant kept 
carrying small pieces of cookie back to her family until she had moved the entire 
cookie. The second ant f inally tired of trying to complete a task that seemed too 
big to do. She went home with nothing.
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I can ask and answer questions about a text. 
I can form and use the past tense of most irregular verbs.

Answer the questions.

1. How did the f irst ant carry the cookie home?
A. She dragged it.
B. She carried a little bit at a time.
C. She ate most of it f irst.

2. What happened to the second ant?
A. She got tired of trying and quit.
B. She carried the cookie home.
C. She ate the cookie.

Write the past tense of each verb (action word).

2.RL.1, 2.L.1d

3. come ____________________  4. say  ____________________

5. feed ____________________  6. take  ____________________

7. go ____________________  8. break  ____________________

9. keep ____________________  10. bite  ____________________
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I can retell stories with understanding.

2.RL.2

Read the story. Identify the lesson, or moral, of the story. Then, read each 
description. Decide if it describes the City Mouse, the Country Mouse, or both 
mice. Write an X in the correct box.

City Mouse, Country Mouse
Once upon a time, a city mouse went to visit her friend in the country. The 

country mouse had spent the day gathering grain and dried pieces of corn 
to greet her friend with a nice meal. The city mouse was surprised to f ind her 
poor friend living in a cold tree stump and eating such scraps. So, she invited the 
country mouse to visit her in the city. The country mouse agreed.

The country mouse could not believe her eyes when she arrived! Her friend 
lived in a warm hole behind the f ireplace of a large home. She was even surprised 
to f ind all of the f ine foods that were left behind after a party the night before. 
The country mouse wished that she could live in the city as well.

Suddenly, the family’s cat ran in and chased the two mice away. He nearly 
caught the country mouse with his sharp claws. As the friends raced back to the 
mouse hole, the country mouse said, “I’m sorry, friend, but I would rather live a 
simple life eating grain and corn than live a fancy life in fear!” The country mouse 
went back home.

 1. What is the moral of the story? ___________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________________

Description City Mouse Country Mouse

She feasted daily on f ine foods.
She would rather have a simple, safe life.
She gathered grain and corn.
She lived in a large house.
She was surprised by all of the f ine foods.
She lived in a warm place.
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I can read various texts with ease and understanding.

2.RL.10

A fable is a story with a lesson, or moral. This story is an example 
of a fable. Read the story and answer the questions.

The Mouse and His Food
One day, a little mouse 

sat inside his little house 
inside a log. “Oh, dear,” 
the mouse said. “I have 
nothing to eat but this 
small seed. Surely, I will go 
hungry.” So, the little mouse 
set out to f ind some food.

Soon, the little mouse 
found two acorns. He took 
the acorns to his house. 
“Oh, dear,” the mouse said. 
“I have nothing to eat 
but these two acorns and 
a small seed. What if the 
rains come and wash them 
away? Surely, I will go 
hungry.” So, the mouse set 
out to f ind more food.

Soon, he found a corncob. He took the corncob back to his house. “Oh, dear,” 
the mouse said. “I have nothing to eat but these two acorns, a small seed, and this 
corncob. What if the winds come and blow them away? Surely, I will go hungry.” 
So, the mouse set out to f ind more food.

Soon, he found six walnuts. He took the walnuts back to his house. “Oh, dear,” 
the mouse said. “I have nothing to eat but these two acorns, a small seed, this 
corncob, and these six walnuts. What if the snow comes and freezes them all? 
Surely, I will go hungry.” So, the mouse set out to f ind more food.

This went on for days. Finally, the mouse gathered more food than 10 mice 
could eat in a year. Soon, the rains, the winds, and the snow did come. But, none 
of the food washed away. None of the food blew away. And, none of the food 
froze. But, because the mouse could not eat all of the food, the food rotted. 
Because the mouse could not eat rotten food, he went hungry.
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I can retell stories with understanding. 
I can read words that are spelled irregularly.

2.RL.2, 2.RF.3f

 1. What is the lesson, or moral, of the 
story?
 A. Weather can ruin your plans.
 B. Storing more than you need may 

cause problems.
 C. Do not be too fearful of the 

future.

 2. What word best describes the 
mouse?
 A. friendly
 B. hungry
 C. fearful

 3. What is the mouse afraid of?
 A. starving
 B. being eaten by a cat
 C. being washed away by the rain

 4. What happened to the mouse’s 
food?
 A. It blew away.
 B. It rotted.
 C. The mouse ate it.

 5. What happened to the mouse?
 A. He went hungry.
 B. He had enough food to eat.
 C. He shared the food that he gathered.

Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings and 
spellings. Find the homophone in the fable for each word.

 6. won  __________________________

 7. deer  __________________________

 8. sum  __________________________

 9. too  __________________________

 10. daze  __________________________

Circle the correct answer.
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I can understand events and challenges in a story.

2.RL.3

Characters respond to major events and challenges in a story. 
They show action and emotion when they respond to events.

Read the story. Answer each question with a complete sentence.

No Broken Friendship

Matthew and Brandon have been best friends since kindergarten.  One day, 
when Brandon was playing at Matthew’s house, Brandon jumped from the swing 
set and landed in a strange way. “My arm!” he shouted. One look at Brandon’s arm 
told Matthew that it was broken.

Brandon’s parents took him to the hospital where the doctor took an X-ray of 
his arm. The doctor put a blue cast on his arm and told Brandon that his bones 
would grow back in place. He also reminded Brandon not to take any risks, such as 
playing too roughly, during the next eight weeks.

The next day, Brandon took his X-ray to school and told the class his story. They 
had many questions, and Brandon answered them as best as he could. Matthew 
asked, “Do you want to play tic-tac-toe instead of wall ball at recess today?”

“Great idea!” Brandon answered.

1. How did Brandon respond to his mishap? ______________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

2. How did the doctor respond? __________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

3. How did Matthew respond? __________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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I can read poetry with rhythm.

2.RL.4

This poem has the rhythm of a swing going back and forth. Read the poem aloud 
to someone. Try to read it with the rhythm of a swing.

The Swing

How do you like to go up in a swing,
Up in the air so blue?
Oh, I do think it is the pleasantest thing
Ever a child could do!

Up in the air and over the wall,
Till I can see so wide,
Rivers and trees and cattle and all
Over the countryside—

Till I look down on the garden green,
Down on the roof so brown—
Up in the air I go f lying again,
Up in the air and down!

Robert Louis Stevenson
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I can describe how words have meaning.
I can use what I have learned about good language.

2.RL.4, 2.L.3

Prepositions are words, such as up and down, that tell position. Circle the 
preposition in each sentence.

1. The balloon sailed into the clouds.

2. The ball landed on the roof.

3. The girl jumped over the wall.

4. The boy ran down the stairs.

5. The dog is in the house.

The suff ix -est means “most.” Rewrite each word with the -est suff ix.

6. hard ______________________________________________________________________________

7. long _______________________________________________________________________________

8. green _____________________________________________________________________________

9. fresh ______________________________________________________________________________

10. deep ______________________________________________________________________________

1 1 . small ______________________________________________________________________________

12. kind _______________________________________________________________________________

13. fast ________________________________________________________________________________

14. slow _______________________________________________________________________________

15. high _______________________________________________________________________________
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I can describes the events of a story and their purposes. 
I can show how characters have different points of view.

2.RL.5, 2.RL.6

Read the story aloud with a partner. Answer each question with a complete 
sentence.

The Gift
“Happy Mother’s Day,” Nathan said. Nathan gave 

his mom a large box with a pretty bow.
“What is it?” his mother asked. 
“You have to guess,” Nathan said. “I’ll give you a 

hint. It’s soft and blue.”
“Can I wear it?” his mother asked.
“Yes,” Nathan said.
“I think I know,” his mother said. She opened the 

box. “Thank you! It is just what I wanted,” she said.
Nathan’s mom took the gift out of the box. She put 

it on over her head. She put her arms in the sleeves. 
It f it just right. Nathan’s mother gave him a big hug.

 1. How does the story begin? ________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________________

 2. How does the story end? __________________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________________

 3. Who said, “It is just what I wanted”? ______________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________________

 4. Who said, “I’ll give you a hint”? ____________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________________________________________
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Answer Key

Page 13
1. B; 2. A; 3. came; 4. said;    
5. fed; 6. took; 7. went;  
8. broke; 9. kept; 10. bit

Page 14
1. The moral of the story 
is to be happy with what 
you have. City Mouse—
first, fourth, and sixth 
descriptions; Country 
Mouse—second, third, and 
f ifth descriptions

Page 16
1. C; 2, C; 3. A; 4. B; 5. A;      
6. one; 7. dear; 8. some;      
9. two, to; 10. days

Page 17
1. Answers will vary but 
may include that Brandon 
realized his arm was broken, 
so he went to the doctor.   
2. Answers will vary but 
may include that the doctor 
put a cast on Brandon’s 
arm and told him his bones 
would grow back in place. 
3. Answers will vary but may 
include that Matthew knew 
Brandon’s arm was broken, 
and Matthew suggested 
playing tic-tac-toe instead 
of wall ball with Brandon at 
school.

Page 19
1. into; 2. on; 3. over; 4. down; 
5. in; 6. hardest; 7. longest;  
8. greenest; 9. freshest;  
10. deepest; 1 1 . smallest;      

12. kindest; 13. fastest;  
14. slowest; 15. highest

Page 20
1. The story begins with 
Nathan giving his mom a 
large gift. 2. The story ends 
with Mom giving Nathan 
a big hug. 3. the mother;       
4. Nathan

Page 21
1. Manuel; 2. Joshua

Page 22
Drawings will vary. The f irst 
box should have beautiful 
forestry, and the second 
box should have a polluted 
environment.

Page 24
1. Answers will vary but 
may include that both 
stories have girls as the 
main characters. Both girls 
have slippers. 2. Answers 
will vary but may include 
that the two girls are 
different because they 
have different names. Yeh-
Shen uses magic f ish bones, 
and Cinderella has a fairy 
godmother.

Page 26
1. B; 2. F; 3. T; 4. F; 5. swim;    
6. f ly; 7. learn; 8. swing; 9. be; 
10. have

Page 27
1. more than 850; 2. insects, 

fruit, nectar; 3. more than   
15 inches (38 cm) long;  
4. mango, guava, cashew, 
clove, Brazil nut; 5. sonar-
guided ears and mouths

Page 28
1. C; 2. B; 3. A 

Page 29
1. B; 2. C; 3. A; 4. Answers will 
vary but may include that 
they are all about successful 
men who helped the United 
States.

Page 31
1. B; 2. A; 3. A; 4. B; 5. koalas; 
6. marsupials; 7. pouches;    
8. babies; 9. leaves

Page 32
1. D; 2. A; 3. B; 4. C

Page 33
1. The author’s purpose is to 
compare and contrast old 
cars and new cars. 2. Both 
types of cars help people 
get around, are affordable, 
and use gas. Old cars had 
gas tanks under the front 
seats. Old cars needed hot 
water on cold days. Old 
cars could not go as fast as 
new cars can. 

Page 35
1. A; 2. fraternal and 
identical; 3. look the same;  
4. look different; 




